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Pasta is the ultimate comfort food, and making it by hand is a favorite project for weekend
cooks. From rising culinary star and 2012 Food & Wine Best New Chef Jenn Louis, this book
includes more than 65 recipes for hand-shaped traditional pastas and dumplings, along with
deeply satisfying sauces to mix and match. Louis shares her recipes and expertise in hand-
forming beloved shapes such as gnocchi, orecchiette, gnudi, and spatzli as well as dozens of
other regional pasta specialties appearing for the first time in an English-language cookbook.
With photos of finished dishes and step-by-step shaping sequences, this beautiful book is
perfect for DIY cooks and lovers of Italian food.
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AuthorFOREWORDThe chef world is growing more and more crowded every day. On just
about every cable and network TV channel, there are chef competition shows featuring lesser-
known chefs vying for fame, fortune, and their own 15 minutes, who are judged by other chefs
who have moved up the reality-program ranks and are venerated, at least for the moment, as
king and queen chefs. There are iron chefs, top chefs, kid chefs, master chefs, biker chefs,
rock-and-roll chefs, late-night chefs, and daytime network chefs. In the summer of 2014, there
were three full-length feature films in national release about chefs with the word “chef” in the
title. Chefs are media hot.It seems to me that these TV/media chefs are so busy that there is
very little time between the hours spent in the makeup room, in media training, with stage
hands, with prop stylists, and with camera crews to actually cook. What is becoming rarer is
the chef who spends time researching and devising true and self-fulfilling deliciousness.
Balancing the very important role of promotion and the even more important role of creating
tasty and thoughtful food on a daily basis is tough business. When I scan a city for a visit, I am
most happy when I find a chef who values his or her own craft over making morning show
appearances. That is not to say that I do not love dining at restaurants run by chefs who have
serious media presence, such as Emeril Lagasse, Bobby Flay, Michael Symon, and Wolfgang
Puck. But every now and then I find or meet a chef who is so thoughtful and passionate about
cooking that I’m inspired to get to the market, feel renewed excitement at the stove, and am
reminded about the true joy of food.Jenn Louis is such a chef.Jenn’s enthusiasm about food,
cooking, and life is exciting. It is written into every email or text message she has ever sent me.
It is epidemic. And her passion is both thrilling and disruptive. In her relentless search for the
authentic, the real, the traditional, and the not-so-obvious, she has traveled to nearly all of the
magnificent and unique regions in the boot of Italy looking for the comprehensive truth and all-
encompassing enlightenment about . . . dumplings? Oh yes she has.One of the main objectives
of the Slow Food movement is to define and maintain rich regional traditions, ingredients,
techniques, and products as a defense against the commercialization and homogenization and
the subsequent or eventual loss of these cornerstones of excellence. The handmade Italian
dumpling is indeed an exquisite example of a food well worth our “Slow” attention. Eschewing
dried pasta, stuffed pasta, baked pasta, pasta asciutta, and all other forms of the glorious
category called primi in Italian, Jenn has spent countless hours of research and travel pursuing
the humble and magnificent category of dumpling, what Italians call gnocchi. And we the
readers can say beati noi, which loosely translates from Italian to “lucky (or more precisely,
blessed) us.”Jenn has uncovered and brought to light such delicious (I only surmise) and
traditional dishes as frascarelli, dunderi, and ciciones. As intuitive as these dumplings seem to
me now that I see them on Jenn’s pages, their existence and the fact that I have never tasted
them, let alone heard of them, cause me to question the depth of my own commitment to
Italian regional cooking. But I am not dismayed. No, I am excited. My work is rejuvenated by the
new, for me, wrinkle in the complex and infinite delights of Italian gastronomy.In all of my years
traveling similar roads doing similar-minded research to Jenn’s, I have never encountered such
a magnificent single-topic cookbook as Pasta by Hand. This spectacular volume is poetically
inspirational and defines the work of “the chef” in the twenty-first century well beyond the world
of broadcast and Internet programming. But for me, Pasta by Hand will be a marker, a moment



in time, from which I will forever measure a renewal of my passion as a chef. It has given new
breath to my life’s project and my search for delicious and authentic foods that are expressions
of joy and love in a pot or on a plate. And for that I thank you, Chef Louis.MARIO
BATALIINTRODUCTIONI was backpacking in Europe when I first ate authentic Italian gnocchi.
It was twenty years ago, and I had just graduated from college. Throughout the trip, I mostly ate
bread, cheese, or whatever I could afford, keeping a few staples in my daypack to sustain
myself. It was not extravagant fare. One dark December evening, I found myself in a restaurant
in Siena, Tuscany. It was an ancient structure, tucked into a catacomb of winding cobblestone
walkways. It was 6 P.M., and though I was the only one dining that early, the restaurant was
open and I was hungry. I splurged on potato gnocchi with basil pesto, and I was in love after
just one bite.When we were preparing to open Lincoln Restaurant in 2008, I considered using
dried pasta, but after we opened serving fresh, handmade pasta, I knew we could never do
anything less. I wanted our guests to have a special experience eating fresh pasta, as I had
with those first gnocchi in Siena. Fresh pasta was a part of our commitment to our customers:
everything we serve would be made by hand. We would always carefully consider which pastas
we would make and which sauces we would pair with them. We started with cavatelli (ricotta
and semolina), pappardelle, and fettuccine, and then we began to research more interesting
regional pastas. We made lasagnette (with white wine), malloreddus (with saffron from
Sardinia), and tajarin (angel-hair pasta from Piedmont). We varied the offering based on the
season.As I learned more about the different classes of pasta, I became inspired by Italian
dumplings. Like most Americans, the only Italian dumplings I had known of were tender potato
gnocchi. But once I started to make different varieties of dumplings at Lincoln, such as sorcetti
and malloreddus, they became a standard on the menu. I couldn’t stop researching the
subject, and I made it a rule that we always would offer at least one variety of gnocchi. (The
subject of what a dumpling is is somewhat complicated. I’ll explain later; read on.)After
collecting about twenty-five recipes, I decided to put together a book, but every time I
researched a region or a specific dumpling, I found more and more examples of historic and
delicious Italian dumplings. There is no authoritative collection of dumpling recipes written in
English, and—much to my surprise—I was not able to find one in Italian. Often, pasta books
and Italian cookbooks will include a few dumpling recipes, but I never found a single
comprehensive source. And because many traditional recipes are passed along orally rather
than written down, I began to collect and catalog as many as I could.At this point, “gnocchi”
escalated from a point of curiosity to a genuine research project. As part of my research, I
talked to as many people as I possibly could: fellow cooks from around the world, food
scholars, my customers, Italians, Italian Americans. Did they make it (or at least eat it) when
they were growing up? What were the ingredients? How was it prepared? Did they call it
gnocchi, or did it have another name? I used these casual interviews—they were brief oral
histories, essentially—to complement what I had previously found. For every variation on
dumplings, every anecdote, I dug deeper to see what else I could find.What I found was that
this book was not going to be easy. At every turn, I found another unique dumpling with a story
behind it. On one hand, I had more information about Italian dumplings than I could ever have
hoped for. On the other hand, I had more questions than answers.So after I did all of the
research I could in the United States, I went to Italy with my husband, David. We rented a Fiat
(naturally) and drove around the country. The trip was amazing; it was one of the most exciting
experiences of my career and was critical to writing this book.Italy was not formally unified as a
country until 1861, which makes it almost one hundred years younger than the United States.
At the same time, the regional cultures and traditions within Italy are ancient, firmly rooted, and



very proud. The result, at least as it relates to something as meaningful and visceral as food, is
a vast difference of opinion that is deeply held and fiercely defended from region to region.As
we traveled through Italy, each person I interviewed and cooked with had a different notion
about what was and was not gnocchi. When I approached the subject as dumplings, I was
quickly corrected and told that dumplings are Chinese food. (This was accompanied by a smirk
and shake of the head in many cases.) And while there is no word for dumpling in Italian, the
singular form of gnocchi—gnocco—translates into English as “dumpling.” There were no clear
rules for defining dumplings as a category. Some considered gnocchi to be strictly small
handmade potato dumplings. When I loosely defined “dumpling” to them, they conceded that
some handmade pasta shapes, with or without potato, would fall into the “dumpling” category.
Some dumplings were tender and light, others were more toothy and dense, due to their
specific ingredients. Although many regions share very similar names for their dumplings, the
recipes can contain very different ingredients.So here I was with so many great recipes and so
much rich information about these rustic, comforting little bits of dough. And while my Italian
friends may not agree (OK, they absolutely will not agree), I needed to come to some kind of
unifying definition.So here is my working definition of Italian dumplings: carefully handcrafted
nubs of dough that are poached, simmered, baked, or sautéed. The category is large, as these
dumplings vary in shape, size, and texture. I decided to leave pasta ripiena (stuffed pastas like
ravioli and agnolotti) out of this, since they already belong to another clearly defined category.
Some dumplings have the word gnocchi in their name and some don’t, depending on the
traditions of a specific village or region. And while all gnocchi are dumplings, not all dumplings
are gnocchi. Italian dumplings can be made from a variety of ingredients—potato, cheese,
greens, or grains. They can be cooked by a variety of methods—simmering, braising, or
sautéing. This in turn gives them a wide range of textures. They can be dense and chewy, with
a satisfyingly firm bite. Or they can be soft, light, and almost airy. Some are made from potato
and rolled into small handmade pieces; others are made from spoonfuls of ricotta gently
dropped into simmering water, yielding a soft, tender, irregularly shaped dumpling. Some have
specific names (sorcetti, malfatti, gnudi) while others are called gnocchi, gnocchi verdi (green
gnocchi), or chicche (the northern Italian dialect for the word gnocchi). Some recipes in this
book bridge the gap between traditional Italian categories of pastina (small pasta), pasta corta
(short pasta), and gnocchi that are served with sauce or used in soups.While they have not
been clearly or consistently defined throughout Italy, dumplings have a very important and
beloved place in the world of Italian cooking. Regional disagreements aside, the dumplings in
this book are here because they fit my working definition, and they are undeniably satisfying.
All recipes are handmade, not rolled and cut or extruded through a machine. There will always
be room for debate, but there is one matter on which we can agree: Whatever we choose to
call them, Italian dumplings are rustic, toothsome, comforting, and some of the most soulful
Italian food we can eat.Our time in Italy was inspiring. It was delicious, and it was life changing.
I will never forget the lessons I learned from my mentors and the generosity with which they
shared their expertise. Fun as it was, the trip was intense and hard work. Our days were
dictated by a strict routine. We woke up every morning, packed our luggage into the car, and
drove anywhere between thirty minutes and two hours to a new lesson from a restaurant chef
or home cook. After every lesson, we drove on to the next town or city, up to five hours away.
While David drove, I set up a makeshift office in the front seat and immediately read over my
notes. I typed the recipes and methods I learned while they were still fresh in my mind. At the
end of the day, we checked in to a new hotel. We slept in a new bed almost every night for
sixteen nights. Then the next morning the routine would start again.My mentors were truly



wonderful. They ranged in age from thirty-five to seventy and lived in a variety of delightful
communities. Some of my mentors lived on rural winery estates, while others lived in central
Rome. We even traveled to the northern mountainous region of the Dolomites.Regardless of
the mentor or the location, I had a nearly identical experience every time I started a lesson: I
was viewed with skepticism until I got my hands on the dough and started to tell my mentor
about my book. As soon as they saw my comfort in the kitchen and my experience making
dumplings, I was part of the club. We talked about flour types, kneading, their memories of
eating dumplings as children, and how the neighboring village’s dumplings were nowhere near
as wonderful as the dumplings of their village. Every day, I built strong and special relationships
with those who taught me. It was an amazing experience. My mentors taught me with
openness and pride. At the end of every lesson, we would sit at a table and eat together. We
drank wine, of course, ate what we had made, and gained admiration for each other. We
shared a sense of craftsmanship, tradition, and the meaning and value of hospitality.All my
mentors wondered why a Jewish girl from Portland, Oregon, wanted to learn about their
dumplings. When I shared with them my sincere caring and enthusiasm for the subject, they
opened their world even more, offering to teach me additional dishes and methods that went
beyond our original plan. And because of this, my Italian dumpling recipe collection continued
to grow!I was taught an ancient tradition that was soulful and delicious, but I began to realize
that the tradition was being lost. Handmade dumplings take time and skill to make, and the
craft of dumpling making is practiced less and less in Italian homes. This tradition is a national
treasure, and not only has it never before been documented in a collection, but it is in danger
of being forgotten.When I returned home, I tested every recipe with the ingredients that were
available to me. American flour is different from Italian flour, as are the potatoes, ricotta, and
many other ingredients. I learned the importance of using a digital scale to weigh ingredients
by grams. Although Italian dumplings are rustic, making the very best dumplings is a craft that
requires strict attention to detail. Consistently good results are achieved with careful measuring
of ingredients until you have a good feel for a dough’s ideal texture and consistency.The
dumplings in this book are faithful documentations of what I learned from Italian and American
chefs, nonnas, and home cooks. All recipe quantities are representations of the amounts that I
learned when first making them. Some produce larger quantities than others, but all of them
can be multiplied in size or reduced as needed. These recipes are regional and therefore
based on local, traditional methods, using ingredients that were close at hand.I know that I will
continue to learn to make dozens more Italian dumplings—the Italian tradition is deep, and
many small villages and individual families continue to practice their unique variations. This
book just happens to be my collection. I really love making, serving, and eating these
dumplings, at Lincoln and in my home. I hope you love them, too.THE BASICSWhile gnocchi
reward patience and attention to detail, most are not very hard to make. The pages that follow
outline the specific ingredients, tools, and techniques that will help you craft rustic, savory, and
satisfying dumplings.BREAD CRUMBS, CHEESE, EGGS, FLOUR, GREENS, AND
POTATOESThe following ingredients are the essentials for making Italian dumplings. The most
important thing to keep in mind while sourcing them is quality. Best-quality ingredients always
ensure the most delicious results.BREAD CRUMBSFresh bread crumbs are simply that:
crumbs of bread. They are also made simply, by chopping soft bread, by hand or in a food
processor, to the desired size and texture.Dried bread crumbs (pangrattato) are made by
removing the crust and cubing the loaf into 2-in (5-cm) cubes, then baking them in a 350°F
(180°C) oven until they’re completely dry. After they have cooled, pulse them in a food
processor to make very fine crumbs.Traditionally, stale bread (raffermo) is used in dumplings



such as canederli. It is cubed and left overnight to dry, uncovered, on a baking sheet. Different
types of bread will yield different results, so determining the type of bread needed for the
specific dumpling is important. Some Italian villages produce only one type of bread, so
naturally the gnocchi of that region is made using that bread.CHEESEMany types of cheese
are used in making gnocchi. Traditionally, each dumpling will feature a cheese from its local
region, but in recent years, cooks are willing to alter dishes by substituting another cheese,
according to their own preference.Parmigiano-Reggiano is a hard grating cheese made from
raw cow’s milk that is often called the “King of Cheeses.” The name Parmigiano-Reggiano in
Italy is a protected designation of origin, or DOP (Denominazione d’Origine Protetta), which
means that similar cheeses made outside of the specified area may not use the name
Parmigiano-Reggiano.Grana is a hard cheese made from cow’s milk. It is less sharp in flavor
than Parmigiano-Reggiano and has less graininess and a less crystalline texture. It is suitable
for grating. Several styles are made throughout Italy, such as grana Trentino and grana
Padano.Pecorino-Romano is a hard sheep’s milk cheese that’s originally from Rome, though
most Pecorino-Romano is now made in Sardinia. Pecorino-Romano is best known for its sharp,
salty quality; it is a favorite for pairing with pasta sauces.The fresh cheese ricotta can be made
from cow’s, buffalo’s, goat’s, or sheep’s milk. All types of ricotta will work for the recipes in this
book. Look for fresh ricotta that has enough moisture to make it spreadable, but be sure the
cheese is not sitting in any liquid. If your ricotta has liquid pooling, drain it with cheesecloth or a
fine-mesh sieve to remove excess moisture. It is a simple and very satisfying process to make
your own ricotta at home; see page 190 for my recipe.EGGSAlways use the highest-quality
chicken eggs you can find. Cage-free chickens that are fed a vegetarian diet will give your
gnocchi the richness and texture you are looking for. These recipes all presume the use of U.S.
large eggs, U.K. medium eggs.FLOURAlways store flour in an airtight container. At room
temperature, it will keep for up to 4 months. If you do not use flour on a regular basis, store it in
an airtight container or resealable bag in the freezer for up to 6 months. If flour is stored for too
long, it becomes too dry and will absorb moisture differently from fresh flour.The grains of
different wheat varieties, and the flours made from them, range from soft to very hard. The
hard varieties of wheat are higher in gluten. Durum flour is finely ground from durum wheat,
which is the hardest variety of wheat. It is slightly yellow in color and sometimes called golden
durum flour. It is high in protein and creates strong dough.Gluten-free flour is a combination of
flours from a variety of grains and starches that do not contain gluten, such as rice, corn, taro,
and soy. I have tested a few of them, and each time the gluten-free flour yielded tender
gnocchi. If you prefer this kind of flour for your dumplings, it is a worthy substitute.“00” flour, or
“zero doppio” (double zero), is highly refined flour in which the bran and germ have been
removed and the kernel is ground to the texture of talcum powder. American-made “00” flour is
very high in protein and builds excellent gluten strands, making it a good choice for preparing
breads or pasta dough but not most gnocchi. In Italy, most flour is ground to “00” but the gluten
content varies, and each variation has a specific use, whether for pasta, bread, pastry, or
otherwise. Any gnocchi in this book that specifies “00” flour is intended to be made with
American “00” flour or Italian “00” flour for pasta, but you may substitute American all-purpose
flour.American all-purpose flour is not as fine as Italian “00” flour, but has similar gluten
qualities. Made from a combination of hard and soft wheat, unbleached all-purpose flour offers
a balance of strength and tenderness. As the name suggests, it is good for most baking and
cooking projects, including dumplings. In Italy, the equivalent is called farina bianca, simply
meaning “white flour.”Semolina flour is made from the coarse wheat middlings of durum wheat
and is high in gluten. It absorbs moisture at a slower rate than all-purpose flour and is used in



some dumplings. Due to its coarse texture, it works well for dusting the baking sheets that hold
formed dumplings.GREENSThere are many greens that can be used when making gnocchi.
Italians typically use whichever greens are available, depending on the season.Beet greens are
the leafy greens that sprout aboveground when beets are grown. The greens are very dark in
color and have veins running through them that match the color of the beet (red, yellow, or
white). Discard the stem that connects the root to the leaf and cook the greens like any other
leafy braising green. Beet greens have a vegetal flavor and are rich in iron and
chlorophyll.Bietole is the Italian word for chard, a leafy green used widely in many
Mediterranean dishes. The stem color will vary depending on the variety of chard, and the
vegetable is most often served either simply braised, or braised and stuffed. Discard the
tougher ribs and cook the leaves, though the ribs are wonderful when pickled, so it is a good
idea to save them for another project. Chard has a bright green, earthy, and lemony
flavor.Collard greens are rarely seen in Italy but are widely available throughout the United
States. Related to cabbage and broccoli, collard greens are rich in iron and have a deep,
vegetal flavor. Collards can be used if kale is unavailable.There are many varieties of kale to
choose from. I prefer lacinato kale, also called Tuscan kale or black kale, but any variety will
work just fine when making dumplings. Discard the fibrous ribs before cooking and give a bit
more time when blanching, as the structure of the leaves is a bit tougher than most tender
greens and needs additional cooking time to reach tenderness. Flavors of kale varieties range
from moderately earthy to intensely iron-rich and vegetal.Mustard greens have the pungent
flavor of mustard, cabbage, and horseradish. Widely used in Italian cuisine, smaller mustard
leaves may be eaten raw but are typically cooked and served as a side dish or added to
braises, stews, or soups. True to their name, mustard greens can range on the scale of slightly
spicy to very spicy and taste of the bright, sharp flavor of mustard.Spinach is widely available
in many countries and very simple to cook. Discard any stems and blanch briefly. Spinach is
very tender and only needs to be cooked for a minute or two. It is delicate, earthy, and
sweet.Turnip and radish greens are often overlooked and discarded when turnips and radishes
are cooked. This is too bad, because they are wonderful, tender, and pack a tremendous
amount of pungent and spicy flavor. They are best used in sauces and as accents in dumplings
rather than as a main ingredient, because the intensity of their flavor can be
overpowering.BASIC GREENS PREPARATIONRemove any tough ribs from greens and blanch
in a pot of generously salted boiling water. Greens that are more fibrous, such as lacinato kale,
will take a few extra minutes to blanch, while tender greens like spinach and mustard greens
will take just a minute. When tender, immediately plunge greens into ice water to stop cooking.
When cool, remove the greens and wring out in a cloth until almost all the moisture has been
strained out.Remove any colored ribs before making the gnocchi to eliminate any discoloration
of the dough. The challenge with red beet greens and greens with colored veins and ribs is that
the color leaches out when cooked. If using greens with colored ribs to make dumplings, wring
cooked leaves in a clean kitchen towel to dispel most of the red liquid, which can discolor the
dumplings. No matter what the color, always wring out the leaves very well, because greens
tend to hold water once blanched, and excess moisture will create dense, heavy, and
unappealing dumplings.POTATOESStarchy, floury varieties of potatoes such as Russet or
Yukon gold work best for dumplings. They are generally uniform in size and texture. Don’t
substitute lower-starch waxy potatoes such as red potatoes, fingerlings, creamers, and new
potatoes, as they will yield gnocchi with a gummy texture.Always use very warm, freshly boiled
potatoes. When cooking potatoes, don’t test them for doneness too many times with a skewer,
as more holes in the potato will translate to more water absorbed into the potato. Higher water



content in the potato will make a dumpling that is too dense and chewy.Peel the potatoes, rice
them, and make the dough as soon as they are cool enough to handle. Use a ricer or food mill
for a fine-textured dumpling. Do not use a food processor, because it will make the potato
texture gummy.WEIGH INGREDIENTS FOR BEST RESULTSDumplings are rustic and simple
and do not need to be perfect. However, measuring ingredients by weight will keep your
dumplings consistent and successful. I recommend using a good digital scale. There is great
difference between measuring by volume and by weight, and even measuring by ounces can
cause more variance than measuring by grams, which is why the recipes in this book use gram
weight as the primary measurement. There are many simple and inexpensive digital scales
available. If you love to cook, invest in a good scale that can measure in grams.BOWLS,
PADDLES, SCOOPS, SPOONS, AND OTHER TOOLSSome of the items in this section may
be very familiar to you, and others may seem unfamiliar and specialized, but all of them are
common in an Italian kitchen. They are essential equipment for making dumplings.I use a
plastic curved bench scraper or a heat-resistant silicone spatula for removing gnocchi dough
from bowls. Leaving bits in your bowl could waste a whole dumpling or two!I prefer a straight-
edge metal bench scraper for cutting portions of dough to roll one at a time, or for cutting
dumplings. This tool is also useful for transporting delicate or soft dumplings from the baking
sheet to the cooking water. It is especially helpful with recipes such as Potato and Sculpit
Gnocchi (page 140).A variety of sizes of nonreactive bowls are helpful for mixing, resting, and
holding dough without imparting off flavors. I prefer to use glass or stainless-steel bowls.A food
mill will help purée your potatoes to a smooth, uniform consistency. Make sure to cook your
potatoes well, leaving no hard or uncooked lumps.A potato ricer does the same job as a food
mill—it just does it better. The potato ricer is a smaller tool and you’ll need to make a few more
batches to complete the work, but it will yield a lighter and finer texture.A gnocchi paddle is
used to form the traditional indentations you find in each gnocco, which hold sauce and
contribute to their texture. I bought mine in Rome; actually, I bought two. You can buy yours
from a range of online or in-store sources; they are very inexpensive. These are flat boards
with a handle and a ridged shaping surface. You can use the tines on the back of a fork if you
do not have a gnocchi paddle, and some cooks in Italy use the back of a nutmeg grater or fine
cheese grater. Use one of these tools, as it is essential to create ridges on your gnocchi.The
#40 and #70 are my favorite sizes of ice-cream scoops for scooping malfatti and other round
gnocchi dough. The number for each size refers to the number of scoops that will fit into a 1-qt
(1-L) container. I like using these for consistency; each dumpling will be the same size and will
therefore cook at the same rate. And while these are not strictly necessary—the same thing
can be achieved with a couple of spoons—they make the process much easier.If a digital scale
is not available, use a set of measuring cups for the most accurate measure of dry ingredients.
The best way to measure flour is the “scoop and sweep” method: Stir your flour so that it is not
compacted, and dip your measuring cup into the flour. With a knife, ruler, or other straightedge,
level off the flour. This will yield the most uniformity when measuring ingredients. Use a digital
scale for even more precision and consistency.The fine-tooth Microplane grater is spectacular
for making sure your nutmeg is finely grated, your lemon zest does not have bitter white pith
attached, your garlic is as fine as it can be, and your cheese is delicately grated over your
dumplings.A small paring knife is a great tool for cutting many types of gnocchi. This does not
need to be an expensive or fancy knife.Parchment paper is a wonderful tool in the kitchen. It
has a onetime use and is compostable. Use sheets of parchment to line your pan when baking
cookies or when you roast a chicken. The paper makes cleanup a cinch.When making
dumplings, I like to line a baking sheet with parchment paper, dust the parchment with



semolina flour or all-purpose flour, and put the formed gnocchi on it to dry. After the gnocchi
have set up a bit, pull up the paper corners to help the gnocchi gently roll around in the flour
and become evenly coated. You can buy small boxes of parchment paper in a roll or in
individual sheets at the grocery store and large boxes at a restaurant supply store.I like to have
two large shallow pots: one for cooking gnocchi in plenty of salted water and another to finish
the dumplings in warmed sauce. A deeper pot is helpful when blanching greens. Heavy-
bottomed stainless-steel pans are the best to work with and, when properly cared for, will last a
long time.I recommend buying a few 13-by-18-in (33-by-46-cm) baking sheets. Take good care
of them and they will last a long, long time.Dumplings require a lot of mixing, and a good heavy-
duty stand mixer is almost imperative for how it eases the task. I have always been pleased by
the mixers made by KitchenAid. A stand mixer is an excellent tool for mixing dough, as well as
for grinding meat (if you have the grinder attachment) for ragù.A spätzli maker is a simple tool
that does a great job of creating the drippy shape of spätzli with little mess. Basically, it is a
grater that forms the dough into its distinctive shape. It is the same tool used to make German
spaetzle (or spätzle).TIPS FOR MAKING GREAT GNOCCHIUse a scale to measure
ingredients! You will have excellent consistency if you use a scale. The recipes in this book list
gram measurements first, followed by volume measurements. Each person measures
ingredients a little differently in a measuring cup, which can cause widely varying results.
Having a simple kitchen scale that measures in grams will make all the difference.Measure
carefully, but trust your senses. There are many variables when making gnocchi: some eggs
are slightly larger than others; some days you need to add more flour than usual; some stoves
run hotter than others. It’s important to measure precisely, but it’s equally important to
recognize when the dough is too dry or sticky. Many recipes in this book call for additional flour
or liquid, as needed, to account for some of these variables. So pay close attention to the
description of how the finished dough should look and feel and be ready to make adjustments
to achieve the proper consistency.When combining dough ingredients, Italian cooks
traditionally mound the flour on a work surface and form a well in the center to hold the wet
ingredients before drawing the flour into them. This method works perfectly and certainly has
stood the test of time. When mixing dough myself, I put the ingredients in a bowl and use my
hands or the hook attachment of a stand mixer, so this approach essentially mimics the
traditional well method. I have found the results to be just as good as the traditional
method.Pay special attention to the mixing and cooking directions for each recipe. The mixing
method for each dumpling dough will be different, to achieve the correct texture. Not all
dumplings are meant to be tender and light.Test your dough. When making dumplings, take
one or two and put them in the simmering water. If they fall apart, add a bit more flour. You
want just enough flour to prevent the dumplings from falling apart while cooking, and no
more.Ideally, dumplings are best eaten the day they are made. If you want to store them,
remove excess flour and cover with an additional piece of parchment paper, cover with plastic
wrap, and refrigerate. Many types of dumplings can be frozen for up to 1 month. To do so,
freeze them on a parchment-lined baking sheet and, once frozen, transfer to an airtight
container, such as a resealable plastic bag. When cooking frozen dumplings, always cook them
directly from the freezer.When measuring portions of most types of uncooked dumplings, we
use a very specialized portioning tool at Lincoln: a teacup! When we opened the restaurant, we
started using a teacup, which is really just 1 cup (240 ml), because the coffee station is next to
the pasta station and all the teacups are right there, easy and accessible. We use a heaping
cup for dumplings that have a simple sauce or a scant cup for dumplings that have a rich meat
sauce.Cook your gnocchi in abundantly seasoned—in other words, salted—water at a gentle



simmer. I like to think of the water as the seasoning of the pasta dough. As the water is
absorbed by the dumpling as it cooks, the salt brings out the flavor of the dumpling. The water
should be seasoned, but not salty. Simmer, do not boil. You should have moving bubbles, not a
rapid boil, which can break apart your dumplings.Don’t overcook. Aim for al dente—that is,
tender but still firm to the bite. Al dente literally translates as “to the tooth.” I like to say that
dumplings should have some toothiness but not stick in your molars. Most ricotta and potato
gnocchi should be removed from simmering water when they start to bob and rise to the top of
the pot. If your dumplings cook for too long, they will absorb too much water and become
dense and overly chewy. Some dumplings need to cook longer; gnocchi made from semolina
and chestnut flour are denser and require more cooking time. In general, dumplings cook for
no more than 2 or 3 minutes. Frozen dumplings will require another 1 or 2 minutes.Use a
slotted spoon to remove your poached dumplings from the water, and finish cooking them by
gently simmering them in warm sauce for 1 minute. If your sauce is too thick, add 2 Tbsp of the
pasta cooking water to it.For most dumplings, the sauce is not merely a dressing for the
dumplings. The addition of sauce is actually the final step in completing the dish, because the
dumplings are cooked briefly in the pan with the prepared sauce. Almost all dumpling recipes
in this book are followed by suggested sauce pairings. At the end of each sauce recipe, you’ll
find detailed instructions for finishing the dumpling recipes.Nothing is perfect. These are
wonderful handmade dumplings, and they should look like it. Don’t worry about them being
perfectly shaped. They should be rustic, toothsome, and comforting—and that’s perfect
enough.Just as hearty stews hint at cold climates and fish dishes nod to coastal regions in any
country, the dumplings of Italy reveal much about the lands from which they hail. If the
dumpling includes bread crumbs, for example, it likely comes from the north, as a short
growing season causes bread to be the main staple. Ricotta and potatoes as dumpling
ingredients signal the rich pastures of the middle of the country. Semolina flour is common in
the south, where the fields abound with durum wheat. It made sense to me, then, to organize
the dumplings in this book by area, starting with the island of Sardinia, then moving to the
southern part of Italy, up through the center, and concluding in the north. Within each area, the
dumpling recipes are organized from easiest to more challenging to make.In Italy, pasta and
dumplings are traditionally the primo course of a meal, akin to an appetizer in the United
States. Italians eat large portions of pasta, however, even as a starter; my serving suggestions
are fit for either an Italian-size starter or an American-size main course. Italians serve fried
dumplings such as Crescentina (page 115) only as starters, rarely as a primo course.In terms
of storage, uncooked potato gnocchi kept in the refrigerator for more than a couple of days
tend to oxidize and turn spotty and dark, though they are still edible; for longer storage, they
hold their freshness best when frozen. Freezing most types of uncooked dumplings helps them
retain moisture and remain tender, but not all dumplings can be frozen; each recipe notes how
best and how long to store them.[SARDINIA]MALLOREDDUS
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Dana Weikel, “Mostly Gnocchi, Overall Good Buy. I received this as a Christmas gift and was
very excited to flip through it. I really enjoy cooking and I particularly love cooking (and eating)
pasta, so there's no mystery as to why my fiancé felt this was a good gift for me. He purchased
it specifically because we do not own any pasta-making tools and are not settled down enough
to purchase any at this time, so it was perfect that all the recipes are for pasta that you make
by hand.Most of the recipes, however, are for gnocchi. This book should really be called,
"Gnocchi By Hand." I typically enjoy noodlier pasta like linguine, fettuccine, etc. However, I
have never tried gnocchi and I realize noodles require the above mentioned tools that we do
not own, so I will give these a shot. I do enjoy trying new things and the recipes look great.At
first glance the recipes seem very simple. I couldn't believe how few ingredients were needed
for some! Then I read more closely and realized that on each page is only the recipe for the
pasta itself and not the entire recipe included in each title. At the end of each pasta recipe it
lists sauces that would pair well with each and references a page number in the back of the
book with the recipes for the sauces. They are still relatively simple, just a little misleading at
first glance.Overall I am very excited to try these recipes and see how it translates in the
kitchen. It's clear that the author did a substantial amount of research.”

Mary C., “I am so inspired to make handcrafted pasta!. This book is a treasure: Chef Louis's
meticulous research has resulted in mouth-watering recipes for almost every type of
handcrafted pasta. She omits stuffed pastas such as ravioli, and classifies her many types of
gnocchis and hand-rolled pasta, including such favorites as orecchiette, as "dumplings." I've
been making pasta for decades, but always with a pasta machine. However, I just one-clicked
my first gnocchi paddle and, with luck, will take the KitchenAid pasta extruder attachment off
my wish list. I counted 72 recipes for different types of dumplings, plus recipes for sauces and
basic ingredients. The "look inside" shows the Table of Contents, which lists every single



recipe, organized by region of Italy, so do take a look to get a feel for the scope and variety of
the recipes. In the Kindle edition, the TOC, Index, and embedded recipes are all clickable. Not
every recipe has a photo, but almost every new category of pasta has a color photo, so there
are many photos throughout the book. Moreover, there are several groupings of color photos
demonstrating pasta rolling and shaping technique: for example, there are 9 photos showing
Chef's hands making orecchiette. She shows us what gnocchi look like when rolled with a
gnocchi paddle, a fork, and a nutmeg grater. Headnotes are excellent. Ingredients, although
often calling for semolina or 00 flour, are accessible and easy to find either locally or via
Amazon. One or two ingredients aren't defined; for example, speck, but it's easy enough to
google and learn that one may substitute prosciutto. Although many recipes use potatoes,
others use only flour, including semolina, 00, AP, and chestnut. Some include greens, squash,
or chickpeas. All recipes provide weight and volume for dry ingredients. Her "Basics" chapter
provides information about ingredients, equipment, and tips. This book easily meets my
primary 5-star criterion, which is that it just makes me want to head into the kitchen and start
cooking some of the many recipes I've marked. In his glowing forward, Mario Batali tells us
that Chef Louis's superb presentation of Italy's handcrafted pasta makes him feel
"rejuvenated."  Me too.”

Susan Bradley, “Single Most Important Book on Pasta in Past 20 Years. Jenn Louis has written
the single most important book on pasta in the past 20 years, covering the largely
undocumented world of Italian “dumplings.” Beyond inspired recipes, this book opens a new
chapter for adventurous pasta lovers everywhere. I’m head-over-heels in love with this book.”

David Cole, “Gnocchi gnocchi gnocchi. Very well written, just expected more then just gnocchi
but it was mostly gnocchi, which have plenty respect for. Guess it goes to show pasta doent
just mean noodles.”

Patrick Hutchinson, “Great book with lots of amazing sounding recipes. Great book with lots of
amazing sounding recipes. I just wish there was better and more visuals instructions for how to
form the various pasta shapes. Leaves a lot of guessing and I ended up having to look up
youtube videos to actually understand the techniques.”

Gil, “Gnocchi by hand is what it should have been titled.. I don't claim to know anything about
pasta but I learned a lot from this book. It wasn't what I thought it was suppose to be about but
I was pleasantly surprised. It should have been called the gnocchi book. Lots of good info and
recipes.”

Reader, “Interesting book. Really interesting recipes to make pasta by hand. Even my partner
was excited when they saw the variety and options of pasta to make.”

David Murray, “Four Stars. Very useful”

Ian Chadwick, “Great recipe book for stuffed pasta and gnocchi. Great book for anyone wanting
to make their own stuffed pasta and gnocchi. Not aimed at pasta machine types, however. And
definitely for the intermediate-advanced pasta cook. Instructions can be a bit terse, so read
them thoroughly FIRST. Some excellent ideas for uncommon meals. No special tools required,
just a rolling pin and patience. I wish it had more pictures showing technique, but overall it's a
good addition to my collection.”



LInze, “poking himself in the eye and adding nothing but distraction to an amazing collecting of
recipes. I did not understand the rant that Mario Batali spewed on about in the forward about
chefs...poking himself in the eye and adding nothing but distraction to an amazing collecting of
recipes. Perhaps he is past his best before date. To Bad. Louis has presented in this book a
superb collection of pasta and dumplings and is one which will be considered a base level
reference for years to come.”

The book by Jenn Louis has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 155 people have provided feedback.
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